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Abstract8

Passive acoustic techniques can be used to identify and quantify underwater gas release at natural sites, or9

at locations related to anthropogenic activities. There are still significant issues in extracting bubble signals10

from background noise, particularly for bubble counting and sizing techniques relying on inversion of the11

time-averaged acoustic spectrum. In this work we propose an adaptive single bubble identification technique,12

which incorporates bubble acoustic characteristics including pulsation time interval, frequency bandwidth13

and radiation strength. The methods applies a cross-spectrogram, enabling an increase in signal-to-noise14

ratio resulting in a reduction of the false alarm rate on bubble identification. We demonstrate this technique15

using an array of hydrophones to determine the bubble size distribution and gas flux at a controlled CO216

release site, 4 m beneath the seabed, at 120 m water depth in the central North Sea. The results show that17

the bubble radius, as estimated using acoustics has a distribution with a peak in the 0.15-0.3 cm range, while18

an estimate based on optical method suggests a range of 0.2-0.5 cm. The gas flux is acoustically estimated19

as 32-88 kg/day in response to a known gas injection flow rate 143 kg/day, indicating 22-62% of the injected20

CO2 is emitted from the seabed in gaseous form, with the remainder being trapped, or dissolved.21

Keywords: bubbles, identification, underwater acoustics, greenhouse gas, CO2, Marine22

Carbon Capture and Storage, CCS23

1. Introduction24

In recent years, carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) in the marine environment has been acknowl-25

edged as an important strategy to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and slow down global temperature rises26

and ocean acidification Pachauri et al. (2014); Roelofse et al. (2019); Caserini et al. (2017); Vielstädte et al.27

(2019). Proving the ability to demonstrate the integrity of a CCS reservoir is a vital element of assurance28

monitoring, e.g. developing in situ continuous and autonomous monitoring techniques Loewen and Melville29

(1991); Leighton and White (2011); Blackford et al. (2015); Mabon et al. (2014); Hvidevold et al. (2016);30

Bergès et al. (2015); Atamanchuk et al. (2015); Taylor et al. (2015); Cevatoglu et al. (2015); Shitashima31

et al. (2015); Kolster et al. (2018); Stork et al. (2018); Kita et al. (2015). Recent technology developments32

for such monitoring include innovative methods in terms of acoustics, optics, chemistry, biology and geo-33

physics Shitashima et al. (2015); Li et al. (2019b,a); Jenkins et al. (2012); Stalker et al. (2012); Zoback and34

Gorelick (2012); Johnson et al. (2009); Roberts et al. (2017); Blackford et al. (2015). In acoustics, both35

active Nikolovska et al. (2008); Leblond et al. (2014); Leifer and Tang (2007); von Deimling et al. (2011);36

Sarıtaş et al. (2018); Rychert and Weber (2020) and passive Leighton and White (2011); Bergès et al. (2015);37

Li et al. (2019a); Dziak et al. (2018) methods have been applied to understand gas seeps within the water38

column; these techniques complement each other with active methods being most effective at localisation39

and imaging von Deimling et al. (2010); Hovland and Sommerville (1985), with passive techniques providing40

the ability for quantifying fluxes over extended time periods Li et al. (2019a).41
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The effectiveness of passive acoustic monitoring techniques in the context of a controlled CO2 gas release42

experiment was demonstrated in the QICS (Quantifying and Monitoring Potential Ecosystem Impacts of43

Geological Carbon Storage) project conducted off the west coast of Scotland Bergès et al. (2015). Further,44

it has been applied to the monitoring of natural gas seeps Li et al. (2019a); Leifer and Tang (2007). In45

previous studies a single hydrophone attached to an acoustic recorder has been used to measure the sounds46

of bubbles emerging from the seabed. Leighton and White Leighton and White (2011) proposed the use47

of an inversion algorithm on the measured sound in a frequency range of interest to identify the CO2 gas48

release from seeps. In both the gas-controlled Bergès et al. (2015); Blackford et al. (2014) and natural field49

experiments Li et al. (2019a); Leifer and Tang (2007); Li et al. (2020), their passive acoustic technique has50

been demonstrated to be effective and economic for CCS leakage monitoring.51

There are two approaches to estimate the bubble size distribution using passive acoustic data. Firstly,52

when the rate of bubble generation is low, so that the sounds of individual bubbles formed do not overlap53

in time and frequency, then individual bubble formation events can be counted and the size of each bubble54

determined using the dominant frequency emitted Leighton and Walton (1987). This approach requires55

automatic detection of bubble signals from ambient background noise. The main challenge with this approach56

is the selection of a detection criterion which will inevitably involve a trade-off between avoiding false positives57

(mistaking noise for a bubble) and false negatives (failing to detect a bubble), especially in low signal-to-noise58

ratio (SNR) environment. The second approach Loewen and Melville (1991); Leighton and White (2011)59

is designed to operate in higher gas flux conditions, when bubble signatures overlap, so individual bubble60

emissions cannot be isolated. This technique is based on measurements across the frequency band of interest,61

which is assumed to be dominance by the bubble sounds across the band of interest. An inversion method62

can be applied to the resulting spectrum for inferring the bubble size distribution. To realise this approach,63

the spectral method requires quantification of the average source level for a bubble emission as a function of64

bubble radius. This level is expected to vary with bottom type, water depths, trace element concentrations65

(e.g. surfactants) and leads to estimates with significant uncertainties. Ambient noise can be misinterpreted66

as sound arising from bubbles, which would inflate the estimated bubble size distribution. To reduce this67

uncertainty, the frequency band over which bubble sounds dominate over the noise needs to be identified, and68

if necessary, the spectrum of the ambient noise needs to be subtracted from the measured signal spectrum.69

The frequency band over which the bubble sounds dominants will reduce as the SNR reduces and that will70

restrict the range of bubble radii over which the bubble size distribution can be estimated.71

Combining the data from multiple hydrophones via beamforming can enhance the performance of both72

passive quantification methods. Beamforming produces an enhancement in SNR by creating a system with73

directivity, which rejects noise arriving from directions other than those associated with the known direction74

to the source. The SNR enhancement depends on the array elements and varies as a function of frequency. A75

conventional beamformer (CBF), sometimes called a delay and sum beamformer, provides a well-established76

and robust method for enhancing a spatially localised source such as a single stream of bubbles. However,77

when there is a distributed source of sound, for example an area with several seeps close together, the78

beamforming becomes problematic without using a sufficiently large array to resolve each of the seeps across79

the full frequency range. Specifically, in a scenario of closely spaced seeps, the energy from adjacent seeps80

may be detected and potentially misallocated to the seep being focused on. This misallocation is a common81

problem affecting both passive acoustic methods, and is more likely to occur at lower frequencies where the82

beamformer has a lower directivity.83

In this paper, we propose an adaptive single bubble identification technique based on recordings from an84

array of hydrophones. Rather than applying a conventional beamformer, this work employs a method based85

on a cross-spectrogram. We demonstrate the technique with data collected from a controlled CO2 gas release86

experiment conducted as a part of the project STEMM-CCS (Strategies for Environmental Monitoring of87

Marine Carbon Capture and Storage) in the central North Sea at the depth of 120 m. In the experiment,88

we deployed a hydrophone array to collect the sound data associated with the bubble release, along with89

an optical frame to collect video data. Figure 1 shows a plan view of the study area, where a buried pipe90

releases CO2 gas into the seabed (the pipe outlet being approximately 4 m under the seabed). The gas91

was observed to emerge from the seabed, and enter the water column at eight distinct locations when the92
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Figure 1: Mapped (plan view) gas seep locations when the CO2 release rate was 143 kg/day (50 L/min
Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP)) and hydrophone wall placement. The central dot is marked as
the coordinate above the tip of the gas diffuser; stars represent eight observed gas seeps, and seep 6 is the
one where the optical quantification is performed. The hydrophone wall was placed at 3.3 m east from the
central point. Concentric dashed circles (magenta) show distances from experiment epicentre in metres. The
inset map shows the location of the experiment in the North Sea.

continuous injection rate was 143 kg/day. Figure 1 shows the actual location of these seeps with respect93

to the pipe and the hydrophone array, which consists of five hydrophones arranged in an X configuration.94

Field results are used to illustrate the potential of the identification technique applied to marine gas leakage95

monitoring (see Flohr and Schapp Flohr et al. (2020b) for a full description of the STEMM-CCS release96

experiment).97

This paper is organised as follows. We describe the theoretical framework in Section 2 and the proposed98

acoustic identification technique in Section 3. An optical bubble identification method used for comparison99

is presented in Section 4. The controlled STEMM-CCS gas release experiment and the deployment of an100

array of five hydrophones and an optical frame are detailed in Section 5, followed by investigation results of101

the proposed techniques applied on the data recorded from the experiment in Section 6. Finally, Section 7102

draws some conclusions.103

2. Theoretical framework104

The processing of acoustic data from arrays of hydrophones is well-established Van Trees (2004); Li et al.105

(2016); Li (2017); Li and Zakharov (2018). The most commonly considered approach is to use a CBF, defined106

as107

y(t) =

K∑
k=1

wkxk(t− vk), (1)

where K is the number of hydrophones, wk are fixed weights used to shade the array, xk [µPa] are received108

acoustic signals by hydrophones, t [s] is the time instant, and vk are delays used to steer the array, i.e. control109
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the direction in which the array “looks”. This creates a beamformed signal y(t) [µPa] which has directivity,110

in that sources in different locations make different contributions to this output. SNR can be increased111

by rejecting sounds from directions which are not associated with the source of interest. This directivity112

depends on the location of the sources and their frequency, and a CBF is less directional for low frequency113

sounds as compared to high frequencies. Defining the sound speed and the location of a seep relative to an114

array facilitates the targeting of an individual seep by steering the array.115

We developed an alternative inversion approach to analyse the array of hydrophones deployed in the116

STEMM-CCS project. The inversion method only requires an estimate of the spectrum of the bubble117

signature, whereas the CBF constructs an estimate of the time series from a seep.118

To develop this method we consider an array of hydrophones, placed in the vicinity of a seep producing119

an acoustic signal β(t) [µPa] as measured at a distance of 1 m from the centre of the seep. Assuming120

spherical spreading and a constant sound speed c [m/s], then the bubble acoustic signal measured on the kth121

hydrophone, xk(t) [µPa], can be expressed as122

xk(t) =
β(t− τk)

Rk
+ nk(t), (2)

where τk = Rk/c is the delay [s] from the bubble source due to acoustic propagation, Rk [m] is the distance123

from the seep to the kth hydrophone, and nk(t) [µPa] is the noise on the kth hydrophone involving any other124

acoustic contribution apart from the bubble signal. The range for each hydrophone is great enough that the125

amplitudes of the signals on each hydrophone are approximately equal.126

Fourier transforming (2), we obtain127

Xk(f) = e−2πifτkB(f) +Nk(f), (3)

where f [Hz] represents frequency. The cross-spectrum, Skl(f), between the kth and lth hydrophone:128

Skl(f) = E[Xk(f)∗Xl(f)]

= E[(e−2πifτkB(f) +Nk(f))∗(e−2πifτlB(f) +Nl(f))]

= e−2πif(τl−τk)E[|B(f)|2] + e2πifτkE[B(f)∗Nl(f)] + e−2πifτlE[B(f)Nk(f)∗] + E[Nk(f)∗Nl(f)],

(4)

where E[·] denotes the expectation operator, and {·}∗ denotes complex conjugation. Assuming the bubble129

signals and the background noise are uncorrelated, the second and the third terms in (4) are zero:130

E[B(f)∗Nl(f)] = E[B(f)Nk(f)∗] = 0, (5)

and we simplify the equation as131

Skl(f) = e−2πif(τl−τk)E[|B(f)|2] + E[Nk(f)∗Nl(f)]. (6)

If we assume the noise received by the two hydrophone elements are also uncorrelated, i.e. E[Nm(f)∗Nn(f)] =132

0, then we can further simplify the equation as133

Skl(f) = e−2πif(τl−τk)E[|B(f)|2], (7)

and134

|Skl(f)| = E[|B(f)|2]. (8)

In such case, the level of uncorrelated noise can be reduced from the operation. Therefore, the magnitude135

of the cross-correlation between two hydrophones is an estimate of the spectrum of the bubble signature.136

For an array with K hydrophone elements, there are K × (K − 1)/2 unique hydrophone pairs, yielding137

K × (K − 1)/2 different estimates of the cross-correlation. Since each is an estimate of the bubble spectrum138

these can be averaged to further reduce the noise.139
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3. Acoustical bubble identification140

At high flow rates, bubble formation creates sounds as a continuous stationary random process. Con-141

versely, at low flow rates the sound is characterised by a sequence of distinct short duration transient events.142

These two conditions suggest different approaches for estimating the cross-spectra as defined in Loewen143

and Melville (4). In the case of high flow rates, the assumed stationarity of the processes can be explored144

using a direct or indirect approach to compute the cross-spectrum Bendat and Piersol (2011). At low flow145

rates, where the signal is non-stationary, adopting a methodology based on time-frequency analysis is an146

appropriate approach Hammond and White (1996). The data collected during the STEMM-CCS experiment147

contained distinct transients from each bubble release event that can be classified as a low flow rate process.148

3.1. Cross-spectrogram computation149

The signature of each bubble is a transient event typically lasting about ten exponentially decaying150

sinusoid cycles of the bubble’s resonant frequency (e.g. 5 ms for a bubble sound at 2 kHz). However, after151

some period of time, depending on the SNR, the bubble signal is swamped by the ambient non-bubble signals.152

This section considers the extension of the principles described in Section 2 to a time-frequency paradigm153

to develop a cross-spectrogram.154

The discrete time series of the received acoustic signals is firstly divided into overlapping segments xp,k(n),155

which represents the data in the pth segment on the kth hydrophone channel with 50% overlap. A windowing156

function, in our case a Hamming window, is applied to each segment before a fast Fourier transform (FFT)157

is used to compute the Fourier representation of the data Xp,k(f). If the length of the segment is Lp and158

the start of each segment is Sp samples after the preceding segment, then the pth segment starts at sample159

number p × Sp and the centre of the segment is pSp +
Lp

2 . The length of a segment Lp should be set to160

correspond to approximately 5 ms which represents a typical length of a bubble signature. In our case, the161

sample rate is 96 kHz, so that a segment length of 512 samples should be set to match approximately 5 ms,162

representing typical duration of a bubble signature.163

The cross-spectrogram between the kth and lth channels for the pth segment can be computed as164

Ck,l(p, f) = |Xp,k(f)∗Xp,l(f)|, (9)

where Xp,l(f) is the Fourier representation of data in the lth hydrophone channel. We are particularly165

interested in the centre frequency of the bubble sound, so the FFT was zero padded to give a higher density166

of frequency samples, specifically the spacing between frequency samples was 10 Hz. Following the principles167

in Section 2, the cross-spectrogram is averaged across all possible pairs of hydrophones in the array:168

C̄(p, f) =
2

K(K − 1)

K−1∑
k=1

K∑
l=k+1

Ck,l(p, f). (10)

The C̄(p, f) is an average cross-spectrogram for the pth segment at the frequency bin f .169

In order to detect the individual bubble signatures we compare the cross-spectrogram to a long-term170

median of C̄(p, f). For any length data, we perform the processing on data blocks of 5 s duration. We consider171

the background noise as stationary and estimate the noise in each block, so the system remains adaptive to172

changes in the noise spectrum. Consider a block of data containing P segments with each segment 5 ms. First,173

the cross-spectrogram is expressed on a logarithmic scale [dB re 1 µPa2/Hz], C̄dB(p, f) = 10 log10 C̄(p, f),174

then the median across the block is computed:175

C̄(f) =
1

P

P∑
p=1

C̄dB(p, f). (11)

This allows a normalised cross-spectrogram to be computed as176

Ĉ(p, f) = C̄dB(p, f)− C̄(f), (12)

which forms the basis of our bubble identification method.177
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3.2. Bubble characteristics application178

After the computation of the normalised cross-spectrogram described in Section 3.1, individual bubble179

sounds are detected. To achieve this, an adaptive thresholding process is applied to the cross-spectrogram.180

The adaptive single bubble identification algorithm is shown in Appendix A. In the algorithm, we consider181

both the energy threshold and the frequency bandwidth threshold on the cross-spectrogram for identifying182

bubble pulses.183

3.2.1. Thresholding184

For each frequency, local peaks in the normalised cross-spectrogram are first identified and those above a185

defined energy threshold, Theng [dB], are retained. Once the peaks have been identified for each frequency,186

then peaks which in adjacent bins are linked together to form patches. For each segment, the index of187

identified peaks are recorded in a vector Q. The difference in the minimum and maximum frequency in a188

patch is a measure of bandwidth and this must exceed some threshold denoted by Thband [Hz], in order to189

be recognised as the sound from a bubble. This eliminates isolated peaks generated from noise for example.190

For a damped oscillator, the number of radians required for the energy to decay by e−1 defines the Quality-191

factor Leighton (1994). The Quality-factor is 18.5 for a resonance frequency at 1 kHz and 15.7 for a resonance192

frequency at 10 kHz on a bubble of CO2 at the depth of 120 m, based on Devin’s theory Devin Jr (1959)193

and following the procedure in Leighton Leighton (1994). The predicted bandwidth of the bubbles from the194

calculated Quality-factor is 54 Hz for 1 kHz and 640 Hz for 10 kHz. However, percentage differences between195

the measured Quality-factor and the calculated Quality-factor was investigated to 3.5-40% Walton et al.196

(2005). Therefore, using the calculated lower bandwidth limit 54 Hz as a reference value, we investigate the197

bandwidth threshold Thband in Section 6.2.198

Setting low thresholds will increase the probability of false alarming, i.e. noise pulses are identified as199

bubbles, whereas setting high thresholds there will be fewer false alarms, i.e. removing more noise pulses,200

but may also reduce the probability of detecting a bubble and decrease the number of identified bubbles. A201

good detector uses a threshold that offers a low false alarm rate and a high probability of detecting a bubble.202

We will investigate the effect of the thresholds in Section 6.203

3.2.2. Bubble radius and gas flux computation204

Each patch in the cross-spectrogram is taken to correspond to the sound of an individual bubble formation205

event. The frequency bin containing most energy, fmax, is taken as a measure of the natural frequency of206

the bubble and we can determine the corresponding radius R0 [m] of the bubble using the Minnaert’s207

formula Minnaert (1933):208

R0 =
1

2πfmax

√
3γPst
ρw

, (13)

where γ is the polytropic index of the gas, and ρw is the seawater density [kg/m3]. The Pst [Pa] at depth d209

[m] is computed as Leifer and Patro (2002)210

Pst = Patm + ρwgd+ 2γ/r, (14)

where Patm is the atmospheric pressure [Pa], and g is the acceleration due to gravity [m/s2] assuming a single211

density values for the seawater.212

Finally, assuming Nb bubbles are identified in total for a time interval of T , then the gas flux can be213

calculated by integrating the volume G [L/min] of all bubbles as214

G =
1

T

Nb∑
nb=1

4

3
πR3

nb
, (15)

where Rnb
is the radius of the nth identified bubble in a time interval, with which a bubble size distribution215

can also be concluded.216
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4. Optical bubble identification217

Here we present an optical method for determining the bubble size distribution to complement the acoustic218

method. The technique subtracts a background image prior to tracking and measuring bubbles present. The219

optical data is analysed through two steps: a frame by frame image processing algorithm, and a multi-frame220

tracking algorithm. The frame by frame image processing algorithm takes a single colour image of bubbles221

in the water column as well as the background, and converts it to a binary image that shows positions of222

bubbles.223

4.1. Frame by frame image processing224

The calculation of bubble size through detection of the bubble wall and inferring volume, as here, is the225

most popular photography method for inferring a bubble size distribution (BSD), but it is not the only one.226

Leighton and Walton Leighton and Walton (1987) demonstrated how stroboscopic illumination of the flow227

could detect the rise time of many bubbles simultaneously, and from that infer their size if the water were228

still or its local flow speed know, and bubble-bubble-interactions (if they exist) are corrected for.229

The initial step is to calculate a background image by converting a large number of video frames to grey230

scale, summing the frames and dividing by the number used to determine the average frame. This grey scale231

background image with no bubbles present is then sharpened and edge detected using the absolute Sobel edge232

detection Kittler (1983) kernel to produce the image subsequently used to remove the background. Once the233

background is computed the frame by frame process is a sequential series of image processing algorithms:234

conversion to grey scale, application of the absolute Sobel edge detector Kittler (1983), subtraction of the235

previously calculated background image, application of Gaussian blur, image threshold, and then flood-filling236

the background to fill any gaps in the bubbles. The result of these steps is the desired binary frame that237

shows the shape and location of the bubbles within the water column. Next the tracking section of the238

algorithm uses these binary frames to estimate gas flux and bubble size distribution.239

4.2. Multi-frame tracking240

The tracking algorithm starts by scanning the bottom of a binary frame for bubbles and if detected241

their pixel and location information are recorded. In the next frame these identified bubbles are tracked242

by taking their previous positions and determining a new position based on a prior displacement per frame243

that is updated as a bubble travels through consecutive frames. To determine new position of these bubbles,244

coordinates from a Gaussian distribution are sampled. The bubbles are identified and tracked in every frame245

of the video until each bubble passes above a certain point in the frame. At this point the bubble’s estimated246

average volume and radius is saved and this output is used to produce bubble size distribution and gas flux247

estimates.248

A single scaling factor is used convert all bubble measurements from pixels to cm based on observations249

of a scale bar at the centre of the seep (28 pixels/cm) prior to recording. We assume that all bubbles remain250

within a 10 cm radius of this central point (and note that majority are far closer than this). A bubble 10 cm251

closer to the camera than this point will appear 32% larger than it truly is and a bubble 10 cm further away252

would appear 25% smaller than it truly is. While this may appear a significant error margin, assuming that253

the bubbles are equally distributed either side of this central point, with a great enough bubble population254

this effect is greatly reduced as the relative overestimations and underestimations cancel each other out. Due255

to the Gaussian blur bubbles smaller than 52 pixels cannot be detected meaning we do not expect to detect256

bubbles from the seep with an equilibrium radius smaller than 0.07 cm.257

4.3. Volume estimate258

To estimate the average volume and radius of each bubble the horizontal volume of revolution was259

calculated for each bubble in each frame. In general the shape of the bubbles as we observed them tended260

to be more closely resembling flat ellipsoids meaning that the horizontal volume calculation seemed more261

appropriate. Then the average volume is calculated by averaging over the frames it appears in.262
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In the normal discrete volume of revolution calculation π|xi− x̄|δx2 (where xi is the horizontal coordinate263

of the ith pixel, x̄ is the mean horizontal coordinate of all the pixels and δx is the height and width of a264

single pixel) represents half the volume of a ring of radius |xi − x̄| and cross sectional area δx2.265

As measured from the field, the horizontal coordinate u is not in the correct units as it is in pixel number266

rather than cm. Thus in order to generate a volume of revolution it must be converted to cm. This means267

that u must be multiplied by δu (the width and height of a single pixel), which gives π|uiδu− ūδu|δu2 then268

simplifies to π|ui − ū|δu3. Therefore, the volume of revolution is calculated from the summation269

V =

N∑
i=1

π|ui − ū|δu3, (16)

where ui is the horizontal coordinate of the ith pixel in the bubble, ū is the average horizontal coordinate of270

the pixels within the bubble and δu is the physical length of 1 pixel at the scale of the bubble. The horizontal271

coordinate u represents the horizontal position of the pixel in number of pixels from the left of the frame. It272

is essentially the index of the pixel within the array that makes up the frame.273

The physical length is normally done by placing an object of known size (such as a board with scale274

markings on it) in the position of the bubbles in view of the camera. Then we count the length of this known275

scale in pixels in the video and divide the true length of the object by the number of pixel lengths in the276

video to obtain an approximate scale factor for the bubbles in the plume. This scale can also be calculated277

based off of an object at a different distance from the bubbles in the frame and recalculated to the positions278

of the bubbles using trigonometry.279

This comes with the caveat that any bubbles not in the position where the scale measurement was taken280

will not be calculated to the right size but provided that the seep is roughly stationary then any deviations281

should cancel each other out. The equivalent radius of each individual bubbles is calculated as being the282

radius of a sphere that would have an equivalent volume to the bubble in question. This approach suits the283

shape of the bubbles that were being observed in the video.284

5. Experiment285

This paper reports the data collected from the STEMM-CCS gas release experiment conducted in the286

central North Sea in May 2019. This section describes the passive acoustic and optical packages of the287

experiment with the design and deployment of an array of five hydrophone elements and an optical frame.288

5.1. Controlled gas-release STEMM-CCS experiment in the North Sea289

The central North Sea has been identified as a potential CCS site Strachan et al. (2011); Shell (2017).290

The STEMM-CCS CO2 injection site was situated 1000 m south-east of the Goldeneye platform Flohr et al.291

(2020b), around 100 km east of Scotland (Figure 1) at 120 m water depth. We conducted a controlled sub-292

seabed CO2 release experiment to replicate a realistic leakage scenario to test the applicability of a variety293

of leakage monitoring techniques. CO2 gas was injected into the unconsolidated sediments 4 m beneath294

the seabed over a 5-week period, during which the flow rate was increased from 0 to 143 kg/day (50 L/min295

STP) Flohr et al. (2020b). The temporal and spatial behaviour of gas seeps originating from the gas injection296

site (Figure 1) was monitored using an array of hydrophones.297

Eight seeps with moderate and relatively high flow rates Flohr et al. (2020a) were visually observed298

(Figure 1) and acoustically recorded by hydrophone array (Figure 2(a)) in response to a known gas injection299

flow rate 143 kg/day (Figure 1). The CO2 bubbles seeping from the seep 6 were optically recorded by300

a high-quality underwater video equipment (SONY FDR-X3000 Action Camera, with UltraHD resolution301

720p at 30fps) fixed on a frame with a white board as the background shown in Figure 2(b). In general, the302

migration pathways of injected gas can be complex within the subsurface sediment layers Roche et al. (2020).303

Furthermore, they can be influenced by numerous chemical/biological/physical factors. Consequently, it is304

possible for seeps to release gas into the water column intermittently or as time-varying flux in response to305

a known and relatively stable gas injection flow rate into the sediment. The hydrophone wall was positioned306
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(a) Hydrophone wall

front

(b) Seeping bubbles

Figure 2: Photographs showing (a) the hydrophone wall deployed on the seabed using an ROV; (b) CO2

bubbles escaping from the seep 6 (position shown in Figure 1), recorded by a camera fixed on a frame.

using a remotely operated underwater vehicle (ROV) at a distance of 3.3 m east from the central point307

directly above the end of the gas diffuser (Figure 1).308

The data used here were collected when the gas injection flow rate was 143 kg/day between Greenwich309

Mean Time (GMT) 16:30 on 21st May 2019 and 04:30 on 22nd May 2019, during which time the research310

ship was stationed at a distance of 1 km from the experimental site. The seabed sediment types at the311

experiment location were mainly sand and mud as shown in Figure 2(b), and the temperature of the North312

Sea bottom waters was 7.7◦C. Visual observation of the eight small seeps showed that each seep hole had a313

radius between 1 cm and 10 cm.314

5.2. Hydrophone array deployment315

Figure 3(a) shows the schematic drawing of the hydrophone wall. The five hydrophones (Geospectrum316

M36) were linked to the acoustic recorder (RS-ORCA), which was used to archive the sound of bubbles317

emerging from the seabed. This setup constitutes an hydrophone array as shown in Figure 2(a) while a318

full diagram of the design is shown in Figure 3. These hydrophone measurements were calibrated using319

manufacturer supplied receive sensitivity (-164.5 dB re 1 V/µPa) over frequency range 30 Hz to 48 kHz320

with variation of ±3 dB. A gain of 15 dB was applied to each of the recording channels, and a sampling321

frequency of 96 kHz was used. The RS-ORCA recorder and hydrophones were operated by internal and322

external batteries, supporting long-term deployments. The hydrophones were programmed to record data323

at predetermined time intervals of 5 mins on and 5 mins off.324

5.3. Optical frame deployment325

The optical frame (Figure 3(b)) was positioned over seep 6 (see Figure 1) using an ROV so that the CO2326

bubbles emerged between the camera and the illuminated whiteboard. The distance between the camera327

and the whiteboard was 1 m.328

6. Results and discussion329

In this section, we apply the proposed techniques to the experimental acoustic data to identify single330

bubbles from background noise, and investigate threshold criteria for the determination of bubble size distri-331

bution and gas flux. We also investigate the influence of tidal activity on ebullition, as previous studies have332

demonstrated an inverse correlation Blackford et al. (2015); Bergès et al. (2015); Blackford et al. (2014).333
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(a) Hydrophone wall

0.61 m

1.22 m

RS-ORCA

Front view Side elevation

0.7 m

Hydro 1 Hydro 2

Hydro 3

Hydro 4 Hydro 5

Hydrophones

Plan view

RS
-O

RC
A0.41 m

1.05 m

0.61 m
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Ballast
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left right

(b) Optical frame

1.0 m

Side view (long)

Side View 
(Short)

0.5 m

Aerial view
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Camera Scale
board

0.8 m

1.0 m

Camera

Camera
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board

Lights

(Seep)

(Seep)

Illuminated
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Figure 3: Plans of the acoustic and optical landers used to determine bubble size distributions. (a) the
hydrophone wall, comprising five hydrophones and an acoustic recorder (RS-ORCA); the positions of them
are shown. See in situ photograph in Figure 2(a); (b) the optical frame, comprising video camera and white
board; the positions of them are shown. See in situ photograph in Figure 2(b).
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6.1. Identification of single bubble334

Figure 4 shows the spectrogram and cross-spectrogram for four seconds of data recorded on 21st May,335

2019. It is difficult to identify any bubbles from the spectrogram of this data recorded from a single hy-336

drophone (Figure 4(a)) as a consequence of the high level background noise. While it is easier to identify a337

few bubbles from the cross-spectrogram (Figure 4(b)), as the noise level is reduced by the use of the cross-338

spectrogram. Normalising the spectrogram and cross-spectrograms (12) makes the bubble signals more339

apparent (Figure 4(c)&(d)), in these frames we only show the positive values for the two representations.340

Figure 4(e)&(f) highlight the effect of thresholding on cross-spectrogram with 15 dB and 25 dB energy341

thresholds applied. Energy thresholding improves bubble identification, and the frequency of bubble gener-342

ated acoustic waves largely in the interval 1 kHz (1.2 cm radius bubbles at 120 m) to 11 kHz (0.09 cm radius343

bubbles at 120 m). Increasing the threshold suppresses noise much more than bubble sound, particularly344

for sound from small and quiet bubbles which is frequency-dependent. There are still some noise pulses345

which can be identified with the threshold Theng = 15 dB, this can be further reduced by adjusting the346

bandwidth threshold. The sounds are transients with finite bandwidth, which can be up to 1.5 kHz as shown347

in Figure 4(e)&(f). The bandwidth of bubbles sounds is wider than individual peaks present within ambient348

noise (Figure 8). Figure 4(g)&(h) show the identified “bubbles” with different bandwidth thresholds Thband349

= 0 Hz and 100 Hz. We can see that some identified “bubbles” at Thband = 0 Hz with small bandwidth350

are not identified by using Thband = 100 Hz. To choose appropriate thresholds, we need to investigate the351

distribution for all pulses.352

6.2. Detection threshold investigation353

This subsection evaluates the selection criteria of two detection thresholds used. Figure 5 shows the354

energy distribution (i.e., normalized cross-spectrogram energy distribution) of “bubbles” identified in a 90 s355

section of data at various energy and frequency bandwidth thresholds. Figure 5 highlights that the shape of356

the distribution is insensitive to the choice of energy threshold (10 dB or 15 dB), whereas it is sensitive to the357

choice of bandwidth threshold. Increasing the bandwidth threshold restricts the detection of low bandwidth358

signals which is more about noise impulses.359

Figure 6 shows the frequency bandwidth distribution of “bubbles” identified in the same 90 s section of360

data at various energy thresholds. Figure 6 highlights that more than 60% of the frequency bandwidths of361

the measured sounds are in the interval of [0, 160] Hz. Within this interval, two peak bars can be observed,362

which are the 2nd bar at bandwidth [30, 50] Hz and the 4th bar at bandwidth [90, 110] Hz. At the thresholds363

of 5 dB and 10 dB the 2nd bar is higher than the 4th bar; while at the thresholds of 15-20 dB the 2nd bar is364

lower than the 4th bar. This indicates that the dominant contributor of the measured sound changes (from365

background noise to bubble sound) from the threshold 10 dB to 15 dB. Further, the arrows in the interval366

[0, 160] dB reveal a trend change of the bandwidth distribution from the threshold 10 dB to 15 dB.367

Figure 7 shows example waveforms that have been band-pass filtered at various frequencies ranging from368

1 kHz to 10 kHz. Note that the frequency shown here is the frequency where a bubble shows the highest369

energy in cross-spectrogram. This figure is obtained by performing a cross-spectrum analyses first (including370

5 hydrophones) to determine bubble frequency ranges and then applying a band-pass filtering on identified371

bubble signals (15 ms) received by hydrophone 4.372

Based on the cross-spectrogram, the energy thresholds are investigated from 5 dB to 30 dB, and the373

frequency bandwidth thresholds are investigated from 30 Hz to 70 Hz. This investigated interval covers374

the calculated lower bandwidth limit (54 Hz) from the Quality-factor at 1 kHz (see Section 3.2.1). Robust375

detection thresholds can be determined in comparison to ambient noise recorded prior to gas injection.376

We compare the acoustic data recorded at maximum flow rates of 143 kg/day (50 L/min STP) with that377

recorded prior to injection on the 9th May 2019. Figure 8(a) shows the number of identified “bubbles”378

for different frequency bandwidth thresholds, as a function of the energy threshold Theng. The curves for379

different bandwidth thresholds broadly have the same shape. The number of “bubbles” is identified to about380

100 in 5 mins at the energy threshold of 14 dB with the background data, revealing a negligible number of381

false detections with this choice of threshold. This provides a threshold with low level background noise for382
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(a) Spectrogram (b) Cross-spectrogram

(c) Normalised spectrogram (d) Normalised cross-spectrogram

(e) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 0 Hz; (f) Theng = 25 dB, Thband = 0 Hz;

(g) Theng = 20 dB, Thband = 0 Hz (h) Theng = 20 dB, Thband = 100 Hz

Figure 4: Spectrogram and cross-spectrogram using short-time Fourier transforms; only positive values are
shown. (a) spectrogram of data from hydrophone 1; (b) cross-spectrogram of data from 5 hydrophones; (c)
normalised spectrogram; (d) normalised cross-spectrogram; (e) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 0 Hz;; (f) Theng

= 25 dB, Thband = 0 Hz, from which bubbles are clearly shown as yellow dots dominantly at frequency
interval 1 kHz to 11 kHz; (g) identified “bubbles” are shown in red rectangles with Theng = 20 dB and
Thband = 0 Hz; (h) defining Theng = 20 dB, Thband = 100 Hz, single bubbles are easily identified from the
cross-spectrogram as compared to the spectrogram analysis using single hydrophone. As shown in Figure 8,
the frequency bandwidths of bubble sounds are wider compared to ambient noise

.
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(a) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 0 Hz (b) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 0 Hz

(c) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 30 Hz (d) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 30 Hz

(e) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 70 Hz (f) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 70 Hz

(g) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 100 Hz (h) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 100 Hz

Figure 5: Energy distribution of detected “bubbles” at various energy and frequency bandwidth thresholds
with 90 s data as an example; the % value on top of each bar shows the percentage of bubble number for
each energy unit. (a) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 0 Hz; (b) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 0 Hz; (c) Theng =
10 dB, Thband = 30 Hz; (d) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 30 Hz; (e) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 70 Hz; (f) Theng

= 15 dB, Thband = 70 Hz; (g) Theng = 10 dB, Thband = 100 Hz; (h) Theng = 15 dB, Thband = 100 Hz.
Impulse noises dominantly possess low energy and bubbles possess relatively high energy. The distribution
shapes are similar at the same Thband for different Theng, while the energy of dominant identified “bubbles”
increases as Thband increases.
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(b) Theng = 10 dB
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(c) Theng = 15 dB
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(d) Theng = 20 dB
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(e) Theng = 25 dB
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(f) Theng = 30 dB
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Figure 6: Frequency bandwidth distribution of detected “bubbles” at various energy thresholds with 90 s
data as an example where Thband = 0 Hz; the % value on top of each bar shows the percentage of bubble
number for each bandwidth unit. (a) Theng = 5 dB; (b) Theng = 10 dB; (c) Theng = 15 dB; (d) Theng =
20 dB; (e) Theng = 25 dB; (f) Theng = 30 dB. In the dominant bandwidth interval [0, 160] Hz, two substantial
peak bars are observed, which are classified from two different impulse noises, here the background noise ([30,
50] Hz) and the bubble sound ([90, 110] Hz). The arrow on each figure shows the distribution difference in
this bandwidth interval ([0, 160] Hz) at thresholds 5-10 dB and thresholds 15-30 dB, indicating a dominant
noise transition between thresholds 10 dB and 15 dB.
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Figure 7: Band-passed waveforms of identified bubbles recorded by hydrophone 4 at various frequencies from
1 kHz to 10 kHz. The duration of bubble generated signals can extend up to 15 ms with majority of peaks
observed around 5 ms.

quantifying the gas flux. The number of bubbles on “gas curves” changes from fast to slow in the energy383

threshold interval between 13 and 15 dB.384

Figure 8(b) shows the average bandwidth (see Figure 6 for bandwidth distribution at threshold Thband385

= 0 Hz) above the threshold, which highlights that these 143 kg/day (50 L/min STP) gas curves reach the386

highest level and tends to be stable starting from 13 dB at all bandwidth thresholds, revealing that gas387

bubbles dominate acoustic pulses at this threshold. This provides a lower energy threshold for quantifying388

the gas flux. With an increase of 40 Hz in the frequency bandwidth threshold from 30 Hz to 70 Hz, the389

average bandwidth changes 20-30 dB across all the energy thresholds, resulting in a Gaussian-like distribution390

of the frequency bandwidth of the bubble acoustic waves. We select the frequency threshold (30-70 Hz) to391

be smaller than half of the highest value 160-180 Hz at 143 kg/day, and larger than half of the highest392

value 115 Hz at 0 kg/day. Figure 8(c) shows the average energy where the rise of all the gas curves changes393

from fast to slow at the energy threshold interval 13-15 dB, which shows the domination of gas bubbles.394

Furthermore, the average energy difference between 143 kg/day and and the ambient sounds, when no395

injection was occurring, increases significantly after the threshold of 13 dB, which indicates more bubbles396

and less noises. This identified average energy provides a lower threshold.397

Based on this threshold investigation, we obtain that the gas flux for a 5 min data block is equivalent to398

32-88 kg/day (0.9-2.5 L/min at seabed or 11-30 L/min STP) (Figure 8(d)), with an average value of 60 kg/d399

(1.7 L/min at seabed) at a tidal height 118.7 m (Figure 10).400

6.3. Determination of bubble size and gas flux401

Figure 9 compares the bubble size distributions based on acoustic and optical measurements. The result402

for the acoustics is obtained using the energy threshold (Theng) of 20 dB and the frequency bandwidth403

threshold Thband is set to 100 Hz. The acoustically-derived modal bubble radius is 0.17 cm with most404

bubbles at radii between 0.15 and 0.3 cm (Figure 9(a)).405

The optical measurements were focussed on seep site 6 (Figure 1) and analysis of the data shows most406

bubbles occurring at radii between 0.2 and 0.5 cm, with a modal value of 0.3 cm (Fig. 9(b)). The optical407

measurements are only for one seep, and small bubbles less than 0.2 cm were not reliably identified. This is408

because the optical determination is based on the optical scattering strength from bubbles, which is unable409

to detect most of the small bubbles due to strong optical penetration and attenuation as well as weak optical410
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(a) Identified number of “bubbles” (b) Average bandwidth

(c) Average energy (d) Estimated gas flux

Figure 8: Investigation of the effect of the thresholds, Theng and Thband, based on two 5 min records,
collected on 21st May 2019 (143 kg/day gas injection rate) and 9th May 2019 (0 kg/day injection rate, i.e.
only background noise is measured). (a) The number of bubbles detected; from the background data (solid
line) it can be seen that the choice of Theng=15 dB corresponds to 100 bubbles being identified, presumably
falsely, which is <1% of the number of bubbles detected on the 21st. (b) Average bandwidth of the bubbles
detected for each choice of threshold (see Figure 6 for bandwidth distribution). For larger choices of Thband

the average bandwidth of bubbles detected at an energy threshold greater than 10 dB is reasonably constant,
suggesting that the detect events have a consistent bandwidth. (c) Average energy of the bubbles detected
with the different threshold choices; the background noise curve is approximately parallel to that of the data
collected during the release, up to threshold of around 13 dB. This suggests that below 13 dB the detections
are predominantly false alarms. (d) Estimated gas flux; from the identified threshold interval, the gas flux is
estimated to 32-88 kg/day (0.9-2.5 L/min at seabed), with an average of 60 kg/day (1.7 L/min at seabed).
Dashed rectangles show 13 to 15 dB horizontally on these curves. We only present ‘background noise’ curve
up to Theng = 14 dB, as the number of identified “bubbles” is too small (less than 100) which does not hold
statistical property.
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(a) Acoustic determination

(b) Optical determination

Figure 9: Determined bubble size distribution; the % value on top of each bar shows the percentage of
bubble number for each radius unit. (a) passive acoustics; the modal bubble radius is 0.17 cm, thresholds of
Theng = 20 dB and Thband = 100 Hz were used. (b) optical methods applied to seep 6 (Figure 1); the modal
bubbles radius is 0.3 cm. The optical method is not sensitive to small bubbles (radii less than 0.2 cm) and
underestimates their abundance.

scattering of small bubbles. The optical method in the present study computes the bubble size distribution411

from a single seep for a short period of time. To compute the total flux, we assume all seeps emit bubbles with412

the same distribution and multiply by the number of seeps. Whereas the acoustic method provides long-term413

monitoring of all seeps. The optically estimated gas flux focusing on the single seep 6 is 8.2-13.0 kg/day414

(0.24-0.38 L/min at seabed).415

Figure 10 shows variation of the acoustically estimated gas flux with tidal height for a period when416

background noise was a minimum. A broad negative correlation is observed where gas flux decreases as tidal417

height increases, with a Pearson cross-correlation coefficient Benesty et al. (2009) of -0.41. This negative418

correlation is due higher hydrostatic pressure during high tide suppressing gas emissions from the seabed.419

7. Conclusions and discussion420

In this paper, we developed and applied an adaptive acoustic single bubble identification technique,421

and compared it to an optical bubble identification method, using data collected during a controlled CO2422

release experiment (STEMM-CCS) in the central North Sea. The hydrophone array recorded signals from423

eight ebullition sites at the seabed, while the optical data was collected at a single seep site. The acoustic424

technique incorporates bubble acoustic characteristics from the time-domain and frequency domain, and425

pulsation strength. It is capable of identifying single bubbles in noisy environments and determining bubble426

size distribution and gas flux.427
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Figure 10: Variation of acoustically-quantified gas fluxes with tidal height for a period when background
noise was a minimum. There is a broad inverse correlation between gas flux and tidal height (Pearson cross-
correlation coefficient of -0.41). The thresholds for quantifying the gas flux are Theng = 14 dB and Thband

= 50 Hz.

At 120 m water depth, the acoustically-determined modal bubble radius is 0.17 cm, while the optically-428

determined modal gas radius is 0.3 cm. The optical method under measures smaller bubbles, which is why429

the modal gas radius is biased higher. Our acoustically-determined gas flux across the seabed is 32-88 kg/day430

for a gas injection rate of 143 kg/day, meaning 22-62% of the CO2 emerges from the seabed in gaseous form.431

The proposed single bubble identification technique is adaptive and can be performed automatically for432

any length of acoustic signals. This allows long-term underwater acoustic detection and quantification of433

gas leakage over marine carbon storage reservoirs across the world-wide ocean sub-seabed. This technique is434

applicable when bubbles are generated as a single stream or multiple streams. However, when the bubbles435

are generated as groups or plume rather than single stream, it is difficult for the technique to identify single436

bubbles, which may make the estimate results inaccurate and an alternative way would be the acoustic437

inversion method Leighton and White (2011).438

In practice, at carbon capture and storage sites, gas will be injected at much greater depth than that439

described in this paper. In the unlikely event of gas escaping, gas would be expected to seep over a much440

wider area of the seabed than that investigated at the STEMM-CCS experimental site. In terms of acoustic441

monitoring, active acoustic monitoring using ship or AUV-mounted multibeam bathymetry or other sonar442

systems would be used first to detect any seepage site. Subsequently, the passive acoustic monitoring443

techniques described here, would be deployed for longer term monitoring, and quantification of any emissions444

through the seabed.445
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Appendix A. Single bubble identification algorithm446

Algorithm 1 details the algorithm for single bubble identification.447

Algorithm 1 Single bubble identification

Require: Theng, Thband, Ĉ(p, f(b))
1: procedure
2: for p = 2 : P − 1 do . segments
3: if Ĉ(p, f(b)) < Theng then . energy threshold

4: Ĉ(p, f(b)) = 0;
5: end if
6: for b = 1 : B do
7: if Ĉ(p, f(b)) > Ĉ(p− 1, f(b)) & Ĉ(p, f(b)) > Ĉ(p+ 1, f(b)) then
8: save [p, f(b)]; . save location of pulses for further process
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: Nb = 0; . initialize bubble number
13: find repeated elements Q for the pth segment . multiple bubbles may be at one segment
14: for q = Q(1) : Q(end) do
15: if q = Q(1) then
16: Qstart = q; . initial frequency for a bubble bandwidth
17: else if q < Q(end) then
18: if f(q) < f(q + 1)− 1 then
19: Qend = q; . the end frequency for a bubble bandwidth
20: if f(Qend)− f(Qstart) >= Thband then . bandwidth threshold

21: save Qstart, Qend, maximum Ĉ(p, f(Qstart : f(Qend))); . identified “bubble”
22: Nb = Nb+ 1;
23: Qstart = q + 1;
24: else
25: Qstart = q + 1;
26: end if
27: end if
28: else if q = Q(end) then . final frequency for bubble at the pth segment
29: Qend = c;
30: if f(Qend)− f(Qstart) >= Thband then . bandwidth threshold

31: save Qstart, Qend, maximum Ĉ(p, f(Qstart : f(Qend))); . identified “bubble”
32: Nb = Nb+ 1;
33: end if
34: end if
35: end for
36: end procedure
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